February 27, 2013
Dear Jury of the UN Interfaith Harmony Week,
The World Interfaith Harmony Week Film Festival was a five day community building event which had a
broad appeal for people for audiences from all walks of life who attended travelling from all parts of North
and South America, Europe and Asia to take part.
The selection committee for the films which were accepted into the festival made every effort to feature
the broadest selections of films which at their core, amplified the theme of caring for creation and
reverence for all beings. This was indeed a great source of inspiration to festival attendees and members
of the selection committee, and stands as a testament to the deep desire of this community to appreciate
the rich interfaith and intercultural content that these films embodied. Festival designer and founder
Renee De Palma deftly recognized this in planning the festival, and its tremendous success was due in
large part to her keen understanding of her community's willingness to embrace these principles.
The content of the films were steeped in high ideals which emphasized protecting the sacred and the
dignity and beauty of the natural environment as well as cultural heritage, and in celebration of this,
present at each day's venue at the festival, a Roerich Pax Cultural/Banner of Peace was on display as an
symbol of commitment to foster a Culture of Peace which was the intent of the festival from its inception.
What made the festival distinctly special was the broad representation of multiple spiritual, religious and
Indigenous traditions all featured and celebrated for their unique beauty in splendor and equal measure.
It was indeed an honor to be selected as the recipient of the Ambassador of Harmony award at festival
and shared this distinction of recognition alongside esteemed visionary and interfaith pioneer of over 60
years Rev. Leland Stewert and Humanitarian Sura Das Kadetz.
I am looking forward to taking part in future World Interfaith Harmony Film Festivals with Renee DePalma
keenly planning and implementing expert programming and discussion around films with great meaning
and inspiring content.
This unique Festival was enriiched the lives of many, and I wish it continued success.
In Peace,
Rebecca Tobias
-Rebecca Tobias
United Religions Initiative
Global Council Trustee
USA and Canada
www.uri.org
--Program Director
Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Ethics
www.RaoulWallenbergInstitute.org
778.706.3696 Canada
310-916-8888 United States
skype: rebecca.tobias
The purpose of the United Religions Initiative is to promote enduring, daily interfaith cooperation, to end religiously
motivated violence and to create cultures of peace, justice and healing for the Earth and all living beings. –
See more at: http://www.uri.org/about_uri/#sthash.Md5YRH3E.dpu

The World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival was an exceptional expression of
interfaith harmony while exemplifying the spirit of collaboration and
creativity.
Founder Renee De Palma and her team succeeded in manifesting an event that
brought artists, filmmakers and the greater community together to explore
interfaith understanding through the art of cinema in the settings of the
Skirball Jewish Cultural Center and Iman Muslim Cultural Center.
From the opening ceremony blessings by Chief Phil Lane and Chief Ruben George
to the closing awards ceremony, this event was thoughtful, dynamic and
provided a fresh medium for interfaith reconciliation and harmony.
I first
met Rene De Palma at the Parliament of the World's Religions in Australia in
2009. Since then, I have worked with Renee in the interfaith community of
Southern California and find her focused, solution oriented and pragmatic. As
a filmmaker, Renee achieved her goal of using her skills and passions to
address the needs in the world with the result being the World Interfaith
Harmony Film Festival.
Sande Hart
Chair of the North American Region of the United Religions Initiative

	
  
Dear World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival,
You are to be congratulated for pioneering this awesome Multi-Cultural Interfaith Film Festival.
I was delighted to meet the Directors and experience their sacrificial passion in planning their films. I felt
most impressed by the depth of the themes on PEACE AND JUSTICE, INTERFAITH HARMONY, THE
GOLDEN RULE, DEEP RESPECT FOR THE ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS (Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam) as well as Buddhism, Hinduism, Baha’i, Sikhism, and Native American Spirituality. How did you get
such amazing films and Directors from India, Asia, Africa, Europe, and throughout the U.S.A.?
I look forward to your 2014 World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival! You have begun a visionary interfaith
project that will demonstrate the UNIVERSAL THEME OF THE GOLDEN RULE.
May you receive the needed gold to build and develop this most needed forum for interfaith
dialogue and harmony worldwide. Let it be so.
Gratefully,
Dr. Thomas M. Hedberg, Ph.D.
Center For Sacred Psychology
Chaplain Southern California Committee For A Parliament Of The World’s Religions

I was recently invited to attend the 1st annual World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival in LA, where our Film on the
Golden Rule was awarded Best International Short Film.
It was an honour to be selected to compete and be screened in a Festival that acknowledged the importance of
Interfaith relations globally. In attendance were filmmakers from all around the world, with a wide variety of
offerings from dramatic feature length films, to short films created and produced by youth.
Following our win, I have been invited back to be part of the Festival planning committee and jury for next year,
which is not an honour I take lightly.
Our film was received with cheers and smiles by those in attendance. The warm audience reception informs me that
our work at Scarboro Missions is valued not only locally, but internationally- something we should all be proud of.
I look forward to the Festival's 2nd year, which will place it on the Interfaith map globally- for its efforts to bring
together artists and their work - building bridges of peace, dialogue and understanding for the world.

Sincerely,
Tina Petrova
Visionary Media Inc.
283 Danforth Av. #188
Toronto Ont. M4K 1N2
Scarboro Missions

Dear United Nations World Interfaith Harmony Week Committee,
I had the pleasure of seeing Renee De Palma join both of her passions in life by solely creating the 1st Annual
World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival.
She is someone who had an idea and held that vision in place so that others could join together to share a common
dream of world harmony through interfaith dialogue and cinema.
It is a lot to put together even a one day event, but she accomplished a five day event packed full of movies,
workshops, Interfaith dialogue and more from all faith traditions. She even had a free day for children, families in
the community in which she resides, Los Angeles, California.
Filmmakers traveled from India, Germany, Italy, Canada and all across the United States.
I'm grateful to have witnessed this entire event from conception to fruition. She has created something that should
be honored.
My hope is that she be recognized with the Grand Prize for holding the event that is still being discussed throughout
the Interfaith Community.
Respectfully and Blessings,
Mildred Detro
Marketing Director

The World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival was a remarkable offering to the people of Los
Angeles, a society marked by great diversity while also being diffuse and spread out. Much of
our lives are pulled in various directions in search of that which is vital and central to being
human. Sometimes, that very offering is right here in our city.
The UN World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival elegantly and earnestly made possible a coming
together of community representing various faiths and persuasions and diverse points of view,
with offerings of deeply informative documentaries on the state of the world with a call for
active and profound change.
As a truly creative person and visionary educator-poet, I was honored to be a part of the
proceedings on some days. I take this opportunity also to thank Renee De Palma for her
dedicated gift to the city of Los Angeles.
A new flower peeks its face into the light and its fragrance spreads gently. Suddenly, this tiny
flower becomes a tree, then a forest, and the whole city learns there is something greater than
the usual storm and stress of existence. If we can find our greatness through art and poetry
that enlivens and renews spirit while revering peoples of the world and our beauteous ecosystem, then we can shed the weight of ignorance and the shallow of arrogance to find our
greater humanity.
I say this is that time. And a festival such as this is what we need for sustenance of the greater
spirit which resides within, as we envision the fulfillment of our greater destiny as individuals
and as community.
I thank Renee for allowing me to be part of this process. I also thank her for acknowledging
several accomplished filmmakers and, most of all, for noting the fine work of community
leaders like Reverend Leland Stewart of Los Angeles and Educator Rebecca Tobias of Vancouver,
British Columbia
~ Professor Ambika Talwar
Educator-Poet-Artist-Author-Wellness Consultant
http://goldenmatrixvisions.com
http://intuition2wellness.com
mygoldenmatrix@gmail.com

Renee De Palma,
World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival
February 2013
Madam President,
What a tremendous joy it is to have attended the World Interfaith Harmony Film Festival 2013! I am so grateful to
have such an intimate experience, by getting to know personally, film makers who have created and presented their
films from a labour of love, passion, depth, and artistry! I am truly blessed to have the opportunity to be a part of an
emerging interfaith culture which honors & celebrates diversity, uniqueness, and an inherent oneness of humanbeings, fortitude of the human spirit, of love, strength, courage & forgiveness, so beautifully represented in the many
films in this festival.
These films took us from the depths of humanity, our current economic & ecological challenges, and inspired us to
know that we can change the direction that has been set in motion by the age of industry and money as more than
currency, but as a culture, by our own inspired intervention & faith practices. I am changed by my participation, and
know that if anyone sits in my seat, they will be to!
Thank you so much Renee for making this Festival, an idea, which some may have had, but that you have made a
reality!
Please convey my love & appreciation to the filmmakers who traveled locally & globally to be here, and to present
their films.
In deep appreciation & gratitude,
Reverend Pastor Joanie English, MSCS, ALSP
Agape Peace Ministry
Mystic Artist & Visionary Evolutionary

